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Abstract— This paper contributes to semantic representation
of human demonstrated actions for robot execution of time constrained tasks. We propose a semantic action encoding method
based on interactions between the subject and objects in the
scene. Our semantic framework is enriched with a descriptive
spatial reasoning method which leads to accurate segmentation
and recognition of unique action primitives. The proposed
framework can classify the segmented action primitives as
periodic or discrete to allow robots to autonomously decide
how to imitate observed actions at different temporal scales.
We evaluated our framework on our new large manipulation
action dataset which involves in total 70 demonstrations from 8
different action types. We conducted various experiments with
our humanoid robot to evaluate the proposed framework.

I. INTRODUCTION
In cognitive robotics, time perception plays a vital role,
in particular to plan and imitate human demonstrated manipulation actions. To approximate the temporal lengths
of observed and self-executed actions, the cognitive agent
has to be equipped with accurate action segmentation and
recognition capabilities. The main challenge is the extraction of inherent characteristics of a human action, because
even the same action, e.g. a pick&place demonstration, can
be performed with different objects by following different
motions over variable amounts of time.
Existing methods in the literature tend to invest significant
effort to capture the low-level appearance and motion characteristics of actions. Approaches based on action semantics, on
the other hand, reveal the inherent characteristics of observed
actions, which are invariant to manipulated object types,
scene contexts, and followed motions over time.
In this work, we present a novel framework that captures
the semantic representation of an action to allow robots to
reason about executing observed actions at different temporal
scales. The proposed framework is based on our previous
semantic action encoding technique, Semantic Event Chains
(SECs) [1], which stores patterns of spatial interactions (such
as Touch and Disjoint) emerging between the subject and objects in the scene. These spatiotemporal patterns are invariant
to trajectory, object type, and scene context variations. We,
here, enrich the SEC concept with a set of more descriptive spatial relations including inside/cover, on/under, and
above/below. The enriched SEC representation contributes
to more accurate segmentation and recognition of action
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primitives such as approach, lift, or withdraw. In addition, the
enriched SEC concept leads to the categorization of objects
based on their roles in the manipulation. This finding can be
employed by robots to estimate which objects are the most
relevant for the task to be executed.
The proposed enriched semantic representation further lets
robots apply additional reasoning on individual primitives.
For instance, the robot can autonomously estimate the temporal length and also the type of each motion primitive. At
this point, we apply our new trajectory sub-segmentation
technique which computes local extrema, i.e. geometrical
variations in the trajectory pattern (e.g. curves, straight lines),
to identify the main intention in each primitive. By considering the distribution of all derived trajectory subsegments,
our method can finally measure the similarity between two
primitives and also explore whether the followed motion
is periodic or discrete. The periodicity information helps
robots to autonomously generate observed trajectories at
different temporal scales without altering the characteristic
features, such as the action speed. For instance, in the stirring
action the agent can repeat the derived periodic pattern until
meeting the given temporal constraints.
In this work, we also provide a novel manipulation action
dataset recorded with a motion capture system. We applied
our new enriched semantic perception framework to this
dataset which involves in total 70 demonstrations from 8
different action types such as stir and pick&place. We further
conducted various experiments on our humanoid robot to
evaluate the proposed framework.
A. Related Work
There exists an extensive literature on topics related to
action representation ([2], [3], [4]) and motion execution ([5],
[6], [7], [8]) in computer vision and robotics.
Recent works by [2], [3], [4], among others, attempt to
represent manipulation actions at the semantic level by considering the role of the manipulated objects. In [2], functional
object categories were learned from activity graphs that
encode spatiotemporal patterns of object-hand interactions.
The previous work of [3] explored a reasoning method that
generates semantic action rules by employing abstract hand
movements, such as moving, not moving or tool used together
with the object information. The work in [4] introduced an
event parsing method based on stochastic event grammar
by using binary spatial relationships (e.g. touch or near)
between objects and agents in the scene. A more descriptive
set of spatial relations was introduced in [9], [10], [11]
for object manipulation tasks. Although those semantic ap-

proaches boost the manipulation classification performance,
none of them addresses extraction and execution of trajectory
patterns of individual manipulation primitives.
In the context of motion execution, there are various
promising methods such as Splines [6], Hidden Markov
Models (HMMs) [7], Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs)
[8], Dynamic Movement Primitives (DMPs) [5], [12], [13].
Although these methods can encode and learn different
complicated trajectory profiles, the motion type (e.g. periodic
or discrete) must be provided in advance. Furthermore, the
continuous trajectory must be initially segmented in the
case of executing individual action primitives only. For the
trajectory segmentation task, there are several methods which
work either in a supervised manner (e.g. based on previously
trained DMPs [14] or HMMs [15]) or use unsupervised
techniques (e.g. by employing zero velocity crossings [16]
or Principal Component Analysis [17]). Those methods,
however, omit the action semantics and require either fine
parameter tuning or a large training set.
Our research differs from previous works as we employ
the manipulation semantics not only for action representation and identification but also for the tasks of trajectory
segmentation and classification, all in one single framework.
Compared to conventional HMM-based generative action
recognition and temporal segmentation approaches, our SEC
framework also obeys the Markovian assumption. The only
difference is the definition of states which are observable in
SECs and represent topological changes in the scene context.
B. Contribution
The main contributions of this paper are listed as follows:
• We introduce a new manipulation action dataset, which
has eight action types with in total 70 different demonstrations. Each action has at least 5 different versions
demonstrated at different temporal scales using various
objects. Compared to existing human motion capture
datasets, we, for the first time, provide not only human
motions but also motions and models of objects present
in the scene. The entire dataset is publicly available.
• We extend our existing semantic action perception
framework introduced in [1] with a more descriptive
spatial reasoning method which introduces additional
spatial relations such as inside/cover, on/under, and
above/below. This improvement leads to more accurate
action classification results and also object categorization based on their roles in the manipulation.
• The action perception framework also provides semantic
segmentation and classification of trajectory information. This allows robots to perceive the temporal duration of individual action primitives and also to distinguish between different motion profiles (e.g. periodic
or discrete segments) of the same action.
• We, for the first time, introduce the term temporal
scaling which allows the robots to autonomously reason
about how to generate an observed action movement in
time constrained tasks. We finally evaluate the proposed
method on a humanoid robot.

Fig. 1.

Block diagram of the algorithm.

II. METHOD
In the following, we will provide a detailed description of
our method, block diagram of which is shown in Fig. 1.
A. Manipulation Demonstration & MMM Encoding
The framework starts with the human demonstration of
manipulation actions. In this work, we investigate eight
different manipulation actions: stir, pick&place, put in, take
down, put on, drink, pour, and cut. Fig. 2 shows sample frames from each manipulation type. All actions were
demonstrated at least five times with various objects at short
or long temporal scales. In Fig. 3, sample frames from three
stirring demonstrations are depicted to highlight the degree
of intra-class variation.
All demonstrations were recorded by a marker-based motion capture system working at 100 Hz. During demonstrations, we captured motions of the human subject and objects
in the scene. Using manually created object models, 6D
pose information were then estimated from the tracked object
markers. Recorded demonstrations were finally encoded with
the Master Motor Map (MMM) [18], which is a generic mapping framework allowing the transfer of whole-body human
motions to different embodiments, e.g. humanoid robots. The
entire motion data set, including MMM representations and
object models, is publicly available as a part of the KIT
whole-body human motion database [19].
B. Spatial Reasoning
This section elaborates on how to extract frame-wise
spatial relationships between human body segments (e.g. the
left hand) and objects (e.g. a bowl) in the scene. The aim
here is to represent the observed scene as a set of symbolic
predicates that describe the world state.
Given a manipulation recording, we first represent the
scene as a set of point clouds, P = {p , · · · , pn }, where
n is the total number of tracked entities in the scene
and pi defines the point cloud of an object or a human
body segment. Each object point cloud is generated from

Fig. 2.

A sample original frame for each manipulation type.

Fig. 3.

Three different demonstrations of the stirring action.

a given object model. At each time instant, we compute
an oriented bounding box around each point cloud in the
world coordinate system to be further used to compute
spatial relations between each cloud pair, i.e. R (pi , pj ).
Fig. 4 shows the point cloud representation of a sample
scene together with the computed oriented bounding boxes
of manipulated objects.
We introduce a rule-based system that defines eight basic
spatial relations as follows:
Touch: indicates the direct contact relation between two
neighboring clouds when the minimum distance d between
the clouds is less than a predefined threshold τ ; that is,
Rtouch (pi , pj ) = 1, if d < τ .
Disjoint: represents spatially separated clouds and is the
complement of the relation touch.
Inside: defines whether a cloud pi is, at least partly, inside
another cloud pj . This predicate initially requires the relation
Rtouch to be set as a precondition. In this case, we check
if any point in pi falls into the oriented bounding box of
pj . To finally confirm the inside relation, we additionally
compare the number of points in both clouds, for instance,
Rinside (pi , pj ) is set if |pi | < |pj |. In Fig. 4, the spoon (i.e.
the red bounding box) is detected as being inside the bowl
(i.e. the black bounding box). Note that they also fulfill the
precondition, i.e. R (spoon, bowl) = 1.
Cover: corresponds to the symmetrical counterpart of the
relation inside. In the same example in Fig. 4, the bowl
covers the spoon.
On: indicates that one point cloud is on top of the other.
We first check whether Rtouch and Rinside are detected as
true and false, respectively. Next, we compute if any point
in pi lies in the horizontal projection, i.e. XY-space, of the
oriented bounding box of pj . We finally check both cloud
positions along the Z-axis to confirm that the position of
cloud pi is higher than that of pj . For instance, in Fig. 4,
the bowl (i.e. the black bounding box) is detected as being
on the table (i.e. the blue bounding box).

Fig. 4. Extraction of spatial relations from a sample scene. Left: Human
demonstrator and manipulated objects together with attached markers.
Middle: 3D point cloud representation. Each color represents a unique entity.
Right: Sample oriented bounding boxes computed for manipulated objects.

Under: is considered as the symmetrical counterpart of the
relation on. In Fig. 4, the table is under the bowl.
Above: defines whether a cloud pi is above another disjoint cloud pj . We here apply the same reasoning method
employed to compute the relation on but with a different
precondition. In this case, the predicate above requires the
relation Rdisjoint to be true as an initial condition. In Fig. 4,
the spoon is estimated as above the table.
Below: corresponds to the symmetrical counterpart of the
relation above.
Due to sake of simplicity, in the computation of those
predicates, we introduce some hard constraints, such that
human body segments (e.g. hands) cannot have relations
other than touch or disjoint with any other object in the scene.
C. SEC Representation
Once the spatial relations between object pairs are computed at each time instant, we represent the scene by a
graph, in which nodes refer to the tracked object or human
body segment and edges indicate the spatial relation between
two nodes. By employing an exact graph matching method,
we discretize the continuous graph sequence into decisive
main graphs, i.e. “key frames”, each of which represents a
topological change in the scene. All extracted main graphs
form the core skeleton of the SEC, which is a matrix where
rows are spatial relations (e.g. touch or inside) between
object pairs and columns describe the scene configuration,
i.e. a world state, when a new main graph occurs.
Fig. 5 depicts the SEC representation of a stirring demonstration with sample key frames. For instance, the second row
of the SEC represents the spatial relations between the spoon
and the bowl, i.e. R (spoon, bowl). Note that although there
exist more object pairs, the SEC only encodes those pairs
that produce at least one relational change, e.g. from touch to
disjoint. All other pairwise relations are static and therefore
irrelevant (e.g. between the left and right hands). Note that
for the sake of simplicity, the symmetrical counterparts of
pairwise relations (e.g. R (bowl, spoon)) are omitted.
Details of the SEC concept were described in [1] which
also provides a method to measure the semantic similarity
between two event chains by comparing rows and columns
of SECs using sub-string search and counting algorithms.
D. Object Role Categorization
After encoding the manipulation with the SEC matrix, we
categorize SEC graph nodes, i.e. objects, according to their

Fig. 5. The SEC representation of a sample stirring action. Detected spatial
relations are Touch (To), Disjoint (Dj), Inside (In), Above (Ab), and On.

roles in the action. For this process, we employ the method in
[20], which assumes each manipulation is composed of the
three main elements: manipulator, primary and secondary
object. The manipulator is the main actor, e.g. a hand, which
plays the main role by frequently interacting with objects in
the scene. The primary object is the tool that is actively used
by the manipulator. All other objects directly interacting
with the primary object are named secondary objects. We
further extend these categories with the background set that
represents the supporting surface, e.g. table.
In Fig. 5, SEC nodes for the right hand, spoon, bowl, and
table are respectively categorized as manipulator, primary
object, secondary object, and background. We store the four
detected categories as object quadruples to be employed to
smooth the SEC matrix. In this sense, we remove all SEC
rows that do not involve any of those object quadruples.
E. Trajectory Segmentation
So far, we encoded descriptive spatiotemporal features of
manipulations at the semantic level together with the role
of manipulated objects. We will now enrich this semantic
representation with a detailed trajectory information required
for the robot execution. The entire trajectory processing
approach is summarized in Fig. 6 on a sample stirring action
and has the following steps:
1) Semantic Trajectory Segmentation: Each column of
the SEC matrix highlights a unique world state and a
transition from one column to the next indicates an individual
manipulation primitive. For instance, the transition from
the second to third SEC columns in Fig. 5 denotes the
approaching primitive while the right hand is getting closer
to the spoon, whereas the interval between the fifth and sixth
columns describes the stirring movement primitive only. We,
therefore, employ these decisive temporal points to capture
the most crucial segment of the entire trajectory.
For this purpose, we apply a reasoning method which
searches for the relational changes only between the manipulator and primary object or between the primary and secondary objects, if there exists any. For instance, a pick&place
demonstration (see Fig. 2) does not involve any secondary
object. Hence, we consider the trajectory segment only when
the manipulator touches the primary object, i.e. the interval
of (Disjoint T ouch Disjoint]. In the case of, for instance,
a stirring demonstration, we inspect the semantic segment
while the primary and secondary objects are interacting,
i.e. having an inside relation. Fig. 6 shows the MMM
representation of the primary object motion, i.e. spoon. The
gray box corresponds to the temporal border of the semantic
trajectory segment in which the spoon is inside the bowl.
2) Trajectory Sub-segmentation: In this section, we continue with the sub-segmentation of the semantic segment
extracted in the previous step. Note that, for the sake of
simplicity, at this point we only consider semantic segments
that represent the action descriptive primitives (e.g. stirring
or moving), although all other primitives, such as approaching, grasping, or withdrawing are also correctly detected.

Fig. 6.

Trajectory segmentation process.

Once the semantic segment of the low-passed (smoothed
by a Gaussian filter) trajectory (T ) is explored, we further
compute all local minima and maxima points (mi ) in each
dimension separately. Those local extrema define geometrical
variations in the trajectory pattern (e.g. curves, straight lines),
which help to identify the main intention in the action. We
consider each trajectory fragment between two consecutive
extrema as one subsegment (S i ), i.e. S i = T[mi ,mi−1 ] .
Inspired from the work of [21], we also apply a persistence
measure to remove noisy extrema. The persistence value of
two consecutive minimum and maximum points corresponds
to the amplitude differences (i.e. |Tmi | − |Tmi−1 |) which is
then compared with an empirically defined threshold to select
characteristic points. The red box in Fig. 6 indicates the final
subsegment borders of the semantic segment in the gray box.
Black dashed lines here represent local extrema and the red
dashed line indicates a single local maximum point removed
due to the poor persistence measure.
3) Trajectory Dictionary Generation: After deriving the
characteristic subsegments, we measure the motion similarities between subsegments (S i ) in the spatiotemporal domain.
Our main intent here is to create a dictionary which stores
only unique trajectory subsegments.
To compare two subsegments, we employ Dynamic Time
Warping (DTW) [22] with the L2 −norm. DTW computes the
best alignment between two trajectory subsegments which
may vary in time or speed. The DTW approach implemented
using dynamic programming warps the time axis iteratively
until finding the minimum distance (an optimal match)
between the corresponding subsegments. The cost of best
alignment between two subsegments S 1 = hs11 , · · · , sr1 i and
S 2 = hs12 , · · · , sq2 i is recursively computed by:
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When the first observed motion trajectory is subsegmented, we store the first subsegment directly in the dictionary. The next subsegment is then compared with the
one in the dictionary by employing the DTW method. The
dictionary is updated with this new subsegment if the DTW
distance is higher than a certain threshold. We continue this
operation with all the other subsegments in each dimension
parsed from all 70 motions in the dataset. Note that at this
step the subsegment amplitudes are normalized.
4) Trajectory Histogram Representation: Next, we convert the detected semantic trajectory segment into a histogram representation. For this purpose, each trajectory subsegment is mapped to its closest counterpart in the dictionary.
A histogram, showing the frequency of each dictionary
element in the semantic trajectory segment, is then computed
for each XYZ-dimension separately. We compute the final
histogram (H) by concatenating three individual histograms
as H = [Hx , Hy , Hz ]. The histogram H has the size of
1 × 3k , where k is the length of the dictionary.
5) Periodicity Measure: Trajectory histograms are used
for two main purposes: First, we can compare trajectory
(motion) profiles of different demonstrations since each histogram acts as a descriptive feature vector. For this purpose,
we compute the Bhattacharyya distance (dB ) which measures
the statistical separability between two histograms as:
dB = − ln

k p
X

H1 (i) × H2 (i) .

(2)

i=1

Second, we employ the histogram representation to investigate whether the trajectory segment follows a periodic
pattern or not. This is a very important contribution of our
framework, which is required for autonomous generation
of periodic motions in different temporal lengths. In order
to measure the periodicity, we search for which dictionary
elements are frequently observed in the histogram. For this
purpose, we assign a label to each dictionary element, which
converts the trajectory segment into a string stream. We
finally apply standard substring search methods to explore
the most repetitive string part.
For the example given in Fig. 6, the trajectory subsegments in the red box are represented as a stream of
“ · · · DEDEDEDEDEDDCDDEDED · · · ”, where D
and E are unique dictionary elements. The repeating cycle
is then estimated as “DE” which corresponds to the two
long histogram bars in the green box in Fig. 6, i.e. the curve
shape shown in the yellow box in Fig. 6. The final periodicity
value ρ is measured as ρ = η|γ|
|χ| , where η is the number of
repetitions, |γ| and |χ| are the lengths of the repetitive string

and the entire stream, respectively. The periodicity value was
finally measured as 0.73 for the semantic trajectory segment
shown in the gray box in Fig. 6.
F. Robot Execution
The periodicity measure is an important feature that allows
robots to autonomously explore whether an action segment,
i.e. motion primitive, can be executed at different temporal
scales without altering any characteristic feature, e.g. speed.
If the periodicity measure is high, the robot can simply repeat
the detected periodic subsegment to imitate actions at longer
or shorter temporal lengths in a given time constrained task.
In the case of having non-periodic actions, the motion can
be executed, for instance, by altering the velocity component
to meet the temporal constraints.
In this respect, we use Dynamic Movement Primitives
(DMPs) [5] in order to generate segmented trajectories. A
big benefit of using DMPs is that several features including
speed, goals and start positions can be changed by adjusting
the parameters to make the planner task-specific.
III. RESULTS
A. Semantic Manipulation Similarities
We applied the proposed enriched semantic action perception framework to all 70 demonstrations in our new
manipulation action dataset introduced in section II-A.
As described in section II-C, we first encoded all manipulations by enriched event chains. We then measured the
semantic similarities between 70 SEC matrices by employing
the method in [1]. Fig. 7 (left) shows the class-wise average
SEC similarities. The high diagonal similarity values indicate that our SEC-based action representation approach can
successfully capture the semantic similarities even though
demonstrations have high intra-class variations (see Fig. 3).
In Fig. 7 (left), we have almost 63% similarity between
the actions put in and put on, which is very reasonable since
only the last spatial relation is different (i.e. inside versus on).
We also have 64% semantic similarity between the actions
stir and pour. This is because in both actions almost all
primitives are the same, except the one which introduces
an additional relation inside only in the action stir. This

Fig. 7. Left: Computed average SEC similarities for each action type.
Right: Estimated sample object categories for actions stir and cut.
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is a very important finding showing that both actions stir
and pour are, to some degree, similar at the semantic level.
Once we, however, include the action dynamic, for instance
the trajectory profiles, the similarity will dramatically drop
since the action stir is periodic whereas the motion pour is
rather discrete as detected in Table II. We here emphasize that
observing such a slightly high similarity between different
action types is not a limitation. This is rather a feature of our
semantic perception framework since we, at this very high
symbolic level, consider only the interaction between objects
in the scene. At the next level (see section III-B) relevant
trajectory information will be additionally incorporated for
the sake of accuracy.
As explained in section II-D, the framework can also
categorize manipulated objects considering their roles in the
manipulation task. Fig. 7 (right) shows estimated primary
and secondary objects in actions stir and cut. For instance,
the spoon and whisk were estimated as the primary tools
for stirring ingredients inside the bowl or basin. Such a
reasoning solely based on object roles plays a vital role for
humanoid robots to explore object affordances and even to
replace missing objects with the most appropriate one as
proposed in [23].
In order to show the main contribution of our new spatial
reasoning method explained in section II-B, we classified
demonstrated actions based on their semantic similarities
and compared with the one computed from the original
SEC method [1] which involves only three types of spatial
relations: Touch, Disjoint, and Absence. For this purpose, we
first computed semantic similarities between all 70 samples
and then applied a simple one-nearest-neighbor classifier. In
order to compute the classification accuracy, we measured the
class-wise F-scores. Table I shows the major improvement of
our new enriched SEC method in contrast to the original SEC
concept [1]. This result suggests that the more descriptive
and structural the semantic representation, the greater the
perception capabilities of the robot.

Fig. 8.

Sample normalized subsegments from the trajectory dictionary.

some sample subsegments from the generated trajectory
dictionary which stores in total 20 unique subsegments after
processing all 70 demonstrations. As the figure indicates,
there is a significant difference between each subsegment
due to the success of the DTW method.
Next, we measured the pairwise Bhattacharyya distances
between the computed 70 trajectory histograms. Fig. 9 (left)
depicts the average Bhattacharyya distances between different demonstrations of each action type. Furthermore, we
computed the DTW distance between the raw semantic
trajectory segments without applying the sub-segmentation
step. Fig. 9 (right) shows the average class-wise DTW
distances. The first impression that Fig. 9 (left) conveys is
that our proposed histogram-based trajectory representation
method has a more homogeneous distribution, such that low
distance values appear on the main diagonal whereas much
higher distances emerge across different action types. This
finding suggests that the proposed subsegment histograms
can directly be employed to reveal the similarity between
the two trajectory patterns. As Fig. 9 (right) depicts, such
a comparison is, however, not feasible if we consider the
DTW distance between raw semantic trajectory segments.
This is a very crucial contribution in order to use the
memory in a more efficient way. It is because robots can
now autonomously detect whether the currently observed trajectory pattern is different than those of previously obtained
demonstrations of the same action type and, hence, store only
highly different and unique motions.
For instance, in Fig. 9 (left) stirring demonstrations have
less intra-class variations, hence less distance due to observing similar movements. This is, however, not the case
for the pick&place action type since followed motions are
not goal directed and vastly vary from demonstration to

B. Semantic Trajectory Similarities
In this section, we continue with boosting the semantic
event chains with descriptive trajectory information. In this
sense, we applied our proposed trajectory sub-segmentation
method (section II-E) to the entire 70 actions in the dataset.
As clarified in section II-E.1, the framework first derived
the crucial semantic trajectory segments by only considering
the spatiotemporal interactions between the estimated manipulator, primary and secondary objects in an unsupervised
manner. Those explored semantic segments were further
subsegmented to form a trajectory dictionary. Fig. 8 shows

Fig. 9.

Comparison of class-wise trajectory distances.

Fig. 10. Different demonstrations for actions stir (Top) and cut (Bottom).
In contrast to samples on the left, motions on the right last for shorter period
of time, hence the periodicity measure (P) is lower.

demonstration. Note that we also obtained a relatively small
distance between stir and cut demonstrations as both have a
similar periodic motion as shown in Fig. 10.
As claimed in section II-E.5, the proposed trajectory subsegmentation method also allows us to measure the trajectory
periodicity. Table II shows the average periodicity values
for each action type. As expected we obtained quite high
periodicities only for the actions stir and cut. The reason of
having slightly low values, for instance around 0.5 out of
1.0 for the action cut, is that some demonstrations last for a
very short period of time, hence, the length of the repeating
cycle is not enough to detect the periodicity. Fig. 10 depicts
sample trajectory profiles for the stir and cut demonstrations.
Both motions on the right have less lifespans in contrast to
those on the left, therefore, no periodicity was estimated.
C. Robot Execution
In this section, we describe how the enriched semantic
action information can be further employed by the robot to
autonomously execute actions at different temporal scales.
The execution phase was evaluated on the humanoid robot
ARMAR-IIIb [24] which has 43 DOFs and is equipped
with position, velocity, and force-torque sensors. In all experiments, we assumed that the high-level action plan was
provided in advance and objects were already grasped before
the execution since the grasping and action planning are not
in the core of this work.
In the first experiment, the robot was asked to imitate one
of the observed stirring actions at different temporal lengths.
Fig. 11 (a) shows a sample frame from a human demonstration. In Fig. 11 (b) the right hand trajectory encoded in
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IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we addressed the problem of temporal
segmentation and execution of human demonstrated manipulation actions by humanoid robots. Unlike the conventional appearance- or motion-based approaches, our proposed
framework relies on the action semantics and allows robots
to autonomously classify the derived motion primitives as
periodic or discrete movements. We evaluated our framework
on a new large manipulation action dataset. Our findings
derived from conducted experiments on the robot ARMARIIIb suggest that it is possible to autonomously execute the
perceived action segments at different temporal scales.
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temporal constraints if the action is periodic. Otherwise, the
robot selects altering other characteristic features, such as
the action speed. Consequently, the robot can autonomously
decide how to execute actions at different temporal scales.
See the supplementary movies showing the entire robot
execution of different stir and pick&place actions.
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